The lateral incisive canals of the adult hard palate – aberrant anatomy of a minor form of clefting?
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Abstract

Except the oral clefts and their associated dental development disturbances, no other discrete morphologies are reported in the literature as related to altered fusions of the fetal maxilla and premaxilla. We report here two cases related by the persistence in adult of an aberrant canal at the fusion site of the fetal premaxilla and maxilla. The first case presents an anastomosis of the superior anterior alveolar and greater palatine nerves, encountered during the dissection of a human adult male cadaver; that anastomosis, bilaterally present, projected bilaterally on the aforementioned fusion site and traversed the hard palate to continue within the maxillary sinus wall. The second case evidenced on CT the unilateral presence of aberrant lateral incisive canals (LIC) at the level of the fetal premaxilla and maxilla fusion site; those canals, external (1.5 mm diameter) and internal (1.07 mm diameter), were corresponding as location to that one traversed by the aberrant anastomosis in the first case. Both LIC opened inferiorly but not superiorly, rather seeming to communicate with the bony canals within the nasal fossa floor at that level. We consider that such aberrant canals and nerves may represent very rare forms of clefting, previously undescribed; the possible anastomoses of the superior anterior alveolar and greater palatine nerves can be altered during a Le Fort I fracture and may be the morphology that can explain aberrant clinical nervous distributions at the level of the upper dentoalveolar arch and hard palate.
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Introduction

The external human face develops between the 4th and 10th weeks of embryonic development. The primary palate, formed in this period by fusion/merging of the medial nasal prominences, is the primordium of the premaxillary bone (anterior to the incisive fossa). Subsequently, between 6th and 12th embryonic/fetal weeks the secondary palate (primordium of the hard and soft parts of the palate) is formed as the result of fusion between the nasal septum and the palatal processes growing from the internal aspects of the maxillary prominences [1]. Each merging and fusion site may be a potential place for development of a partial/complete cleft.

In the development of the human craniofacial morphology, a special part of the palate maxilla nose region – the premaxillary bone (os incisivum, os internaxillare, os Goethei, Zwischenkiefer) – plays an essential role [2]. The distal landmarks of the premaxillary bone at palatal level are the incisive foramen and suture, the later being first described by Goethe [3].

Except the oral clefts and the associated dental development disturbances [4], no other aberrant discrete morphologies are reported in the literature as related to altered fusions of the fetal maxilla and premaxilla.

Abbreviations

LIC – lateral incisive canal;
IF – incisive fossa;
OC – oral cavity;
NF – nasal fossa;
AC – alveolar crest;
SAAN – superior anterior alveolar nerve;
GPN – greater palatine nerve.

Materials, Methods and Results

Case No. 1

At a routine dissection during the teaching process, a human adult male cadaver dissection of the oral cavity was initiated, with an anterior approach.

On each side (bilateral symmetry), at the level of the anterior palatine region, at an average distance of 1.5 cm postero-lateral to the incisive foramen, two nerves were found entering the hard palate, projected each at the level of the interval between the upper canine and upper lateral incisor teeth (Figure 1A).
After the certain evidence of the SAAN and GPN, direct anastomoses of these nerves have been observed. The respective anastomoses traversed the hard palate and further arched superior and posterior within the anterior wall of the maxillary sinus, to reach the SAAN lodged within the sinuous canal of Wood Jones (Figure 1B).

Figure 1 – A. Dissection of the anterior palatine region at a human adult cadaver, formalized; anterior view. While detaching the palatal mucosa (forcepses), the incisive foramen (arrowhead) was evidenced. Bilaterally symmetrical, at the level of the incisive suture projection line, nerves were entering the hard palate (arrows). B. The dissection was continued and an anastomosis was demonstrated (thick arrows) between the superior anterior alveolar nerve and the greater palatine nerve (antero-lateral view). 1. Infraorbital foramen; 2. Right nostril; 3. Nasopalatine nerve; 4. First upper premolar; 5. Greater palatine nerve; 6. Anterior palatine mucosa.

Case No. 2

At a human female adult patient, CT scans of the maxilla were performed in order to evaluate the parameters of the available bone for the dental medical approach. As we had in mind the results of the previously reported case, we looked for, and identified on the left side, the presence in the hard palate at the level of the interval between the upper lateral incisor and canine teeth of two aberrant canals, external and internal, that we named lateral incisive canals (LIC) (Figure 2). These canals were located within a bony wall of 8.5 mm thickness and were only opened inferiorly, in the palatine region. Superior, towards the nasal fossa, the LIC were closed by the cortical nasal plate. The external LIC, as demonstrated on the oblique slices (Figure 2A), was divided superiorly to communicate with canals passing sagittally within the nasal fossa floor and could only correspond to those canals for the branches of the infraorbital nerve, well known in anatomy. The internal LIC was narrower than the external one (Figure 2B). Measurements were performed and the results are presented in Figure 2C. As it can be observed from Figure 2D, on coronal slices, the true incisive canal and the external LIC can be easily distinguished. Unfortunately, the imagistic method could not evaluate the contents of those canals.

Figure 2 – Computer tomographs of the maxilla at an adult female patient, demonstrating aberrant lateral incisive canals projecting in the interval between the upper lateral incisor and canine locations. A. Serial oblique slices first identified an outer lateral incisive canal (1) that superiorly divided to communicate with two distinctive canals (*) running beneath the cortical plate of the nasal fossa (NF) floor. B. Further oblique slicing led to the evidence of both lateral incisive canals, external (1) and internal (2), both opened inferiorly and closed superiorly, to the nasal fossa. C. Diagram of the axial CT that identified three distinctive incisive canals opened at the level of the incisive fossa (IF) of the hard palate, left, right and posterior, but also the two aberrant lateral incisive canals, external (1) and internal (2); the measurements are in millimeters. D. Coronal slice evidencing the incisive canal proper opened at the level of the incisive fossa (IF) and the aberrant external lateral incisive canal (1). OC: Oral cavity; AC: Alveolar crest.

\section*{Discussion}

To date, the textbooks of embryology illustrate the premaxillary bone in relation to the facial and palatine development in a lingual view. Unfortunately, the
frontal, as well as the nasal processes of premaxilla are ignored [2] and so, the projection of the incisive suture into the facial side of the adult maxilla is ignored. That suture projects in the interval between the upper lateral incisor and canine teeth and continues towards the frontal process of the maxillary bone, dividing it into two parts, an anterior one, premaxilla-derived, and a posterior one, maxilla-derived.

The course of the direct anastomosis of the SAAN and GPN reported here (Case No. 1) corresponds to the fusion line of the maxillary and medial nasal prominences that evolve during development [5] and further, to the fusion line of the fetal maxilla and premaxilla. The respective topography and the bilateral symmetry of the anastomosis are strongly suggestive for an uncommon event that allowed its presence; the location of that anastomosis at a fusion site gives a developmental sense to the aberration.

The second case reported here depicts aberrant palatal canals – lateral incisive canals, also located in adult at the level of the fetal premaxilla – maxilla junction, strongly corresponding topographically to that canal traversed by the anastomosis of the SAAN and GPN.

Both cases have in common the topographical location at the junction of two developmentally distinctive parts of the adult maxilla and led us to consider these aberrations although rare, as being possible minor forms of clefting, similar to the supernumerary lateral incisors [2].

Both cases presented here relate to a morphological junctional area. The primordial craniofacial structures undergo complex morphogenetic processes as they merge and fuse in a time and space dependent fashion, and it was recently suggested a dual embryonic origin of the incisors in minipigs with the first and second incisors originating from the frontonasal prominence but the third incisor forming from tissues derived from the maxillary prominence [6]. It was also shown that cleft lip-liable strains of mice have a narrower window in time evidenced morphological substrate.

Conclusions

The anastomosis of the anterior superior alveolar and greater palatine nerves can be the rare anatomical substrate that supports the crossed distribution of these nerves and the aberrant effects of their anesthesia. Further clinical studies should be conducted to evidence such crossed distribution that from now on has a first time evidenced morphological substrate.
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